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 Ô iPod® and iPhone® connectivity. WSK monitors with integrated TV include iPod and iPhone connectivity 
via 30-pin connector (newer devices compatible using the Apple® Lightning Connector). 

 Ô 10” full screen TV. WSK monitors include a high resolution integrated 10” TV that uses the Vista Clear 
System, a software that ensures a high-definition image with minimal electrical consumption. 

 Ô Touch Screen display that is easy to use and clean and is intuitive for quick starting your workout. 

 Ô Monitor Displays: time, distance, speed, rpm, calories, watts and heart rate. 

 Ô Programs:  Rolling, Fat Burn, Aerobic, Hill Run, Hill Climb, Intervals, Target Heart Rate, Goals (time, 
distance, calories), Watts, Fitness Tests (male/female), and User Programs.
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 Ô Electromagnetic brake system with generator allows for maximum reliability and precision. No need for 
external power unless you want the monitor to be on without pedaling. 

 Ô User friendly, easy to read monitor and interface. 
 Ô Versatile and comfortable gel saddle for all users.
 Ô The new crankset design includes a reinforced steel structure that is flat and aerodynamic. This ensures 

more stability and security during the exercise, while reducing the Q-Factor (distance between pedals) from 
previous generations.

 Ô MP3 connection with built-in speakers.
 Ô Genesia III self-generation system provides the latest in self-powered technology.
 Ô Ultra-reinforced chassis and oversized frame provide maximum strength and reliability during exercise with 

Heavy Duty SKF bearings.
 Ô Powerful integrated fan provides cooling during the workout.
 Ô 20 resistance levels.
 Ô Sturdy aluminum frame with oval steel ST52 tubing.
 Ô Fingertip Controls with Start, Stop and Level select buttons.
 Ô Polar wireless chest strap compatible.
 Ô Triathlon style handlebar with anti-bacterial coating and contact heart rate sensors.

Max User   420lbs | 190.5kg
Height   58in | 147cm
Width   22in | 57cm 
Length   52in | 132cm
Weight  170lbs | 77kg
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